Price list for audio engineering services

last update: 31th October 2018

STAFF
tonmeister (exicutive occupations as installing, recording, cutting, mixing, mastering, etc.)
tonmeister (project-based preparatory work)
audio engineer
audio-assistant

price per hour [1]
€ 37,00
€ 32,50
€ 32,50
€ 25,00

RECORDING
recording in the recording studio Bad Blumau [2]
recording in the recording studio Blankenhagen [2]
mobile recording with up to 2 mictophones / tracks [3]
mobile recording with 3-16 mictophones / tracks simultaneously [3]
mobile recording with 17-32 mictophones / tracks simultaneously [3]
mobile recording with more than 33 mictophones / tracks simultaneously [3]

price per hour [1]
€ 55,00
€ 40,00
€ 40,00
€ 55,00
€ 65,00
€ 75,00

POST PRODUCTION
post production in the post production studio [2]

price per hour [1]
€ 40,00

EXTRA COSTS
travel cost [4]
overnight stay
parking fee
data medium and sending costs with a contract volume of less than € 500,00
data medium and sending costs with a contract volume of more than € 500,00

price [1]
€ 0,30 per km
provided by the customer
1:1 charged
1:1 charged
free of charge

ANNOTATION
[1] All called prices are in Euro and excl. 20% austrian VAT. Depending on the order volume, discounts can be offered on some positions.
[2] Combinated offer that includes the actual recording studio, 1 tonmeister / audio engineer and the equipment that is used for realizing the offer.
[3] Combinated offer that includes 1 tonmeister / audio engineer and the equipment that is used for realizing the offer.
[4] Depending on the location the job is done, the base of the calculation is either 8283 Bad Blumau (AT) or 18182 Blankenhagen (DE).
With appearance of this price-list all present price-lists lose her validity. You find the recent price-list at:
http://www.mpkortschak.com/pdf/tonstudio-preisliste_engl.pdf
Amost all offerd services (with exception of renting equipment) bases on the
General production terms, terms of business and terms of delivery of Markus Kortschak Productions
http://www.mpkortschak.com/pdf/AGB_Markus-Kortschak-Productions.pdf
To do justice to your request, I offer to you an extensive consultation. With this information an optimised offer can be provided.
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